
REALM OF BATTLE

SHYISH
THE REALM OF DEATH



REALMSCAPE FEATURE

Wastelands of bone and dust stretch as far as the 
eye can see.

This realmscape feature has no effect on the battle.

1 – BARREN MOORLAND

Realm of Battle: Shyish



REALMSCAPE FEATURE

The land here can drain the life force from a living 
being, causing them to suddenly drop dead in 
their tracks.

At the start of your Hero Phase, roll a D6.
On a 6+, pick an enemy unit.
That unit suffers D3 Mortal Wounds.

2 – LIFE LEECHING

Realm of Battle: Shyish



REALMSCAPE FEATURE

Swirling zephyrs of deathly energy skitter across 
this realm, snuffing out the life-force of those 
whose path it crosses.

At the start of your Hero Phase, roll a D6.
On a 6+, pick an enemy unit, and then roll a D6 
for each model in it.
For each 5+, that unit suffers 1 Mortal Wound.

3 – THE WINDS OF DEATH

Realm of Battle: Shyish



REALMSCAPE FEATURE

The buildings and features of these lands are 
haunted by the restless spirits of those that have 
died here.

Terrain features have the Sinister scenery rule 
(pg 235), in addition to any other scenery rules 
that they have.

4 – HAUNTED REALM

Realm of Battle: Shyish



REALMSCAPE FEATURE

Those that fight and die in these lands will be 
reborn at the next day’s dawn if they acquit 
themselves with valour.

Add 1 to the Bravery characteristic of all units.

5 – ETERNAL WAR

Realm of Battle: Shyish



REALMSCAPE FEATURE

As the battle begins, a thunderous aftershock 
of aetheric energy rolls across this land, filling 
sorcerers with deathly magical energy.

Add 1 to Casting rolls.

6 – AETHERQUAKE 
AFTERSHOCK

Realm of Battle: Shyish



In the wake of the necroquake, baleful energies 
spill from this ancient Stormvault.

If the Casting roll for a spell is a double, that 
spell is successfully cast and cannot be unbound. 

ENERGIES OF THE 
MIDNIGHT TOMB 

Realmscape Feature
REGION OF WAR: STYGXX

Realm of Battle: Shyish



Realm Command
COMMAND ABILITY

The dead are honoured by the living ending the 
lives of their remaining foes.

You can use this Command Ability at the start 
of any Combat Phase.
If you do so, pick a friendly unit that is within 
3" of a friendly Hero or 12" of your General, 
and roll a D6.
If the dice roll is less than the number of models 
that have been slain from the unit you picked, 
you can add 1 to the Attacks characteristic of 
weapons used by that unit in that Combat Phase.

HONOUR THE DEAD

Realm of Battle: Shyish



Realm Command
COMMAND ABILITY

Your general can siphon soul-force from their 
minions to extend their life.

You can use this Command Ability at the start 
of your Hero Phase.
If you do so, pick 1 friendly unit other than your 
General that is within 3" of your General.
Allocate any number of wounds to that unit that 
you wish – you can heal 1 wound that has been 
allocated to your General for each wound that 
you allocate.

SOUL-FORCE SACRIFICE

Realm of Battle: Shyish



Realmsphere Magic
SPELLS OF SHYISH

A cloud of terrifying darkness pours forth and 
engulfs the wizard’s foes.

If successfully cast, pick an enemy unit within 
18" of the caster that is visible to them.
Subtract 2 from the Bravery characteristic of 
the unit you picked until your next Hero Phase.

Casting Value: 6

PALL OF DOOM

Wizard

Realm of Battle: Shyish



Realmsphere Magic
SPELLS OF SHYISH

Uttering a secret word, the wizard brings his foe 
closer to their end.

If successfully cast, pick an enemy Hero within 
12" of the caster that is visible to them and roll a D6.
If the result is more than the number of wounds 
allocated to that model, it suffers D3 Mortal 
Wounds.

Casting Value: 6

WORD OF ENDING

Wizard

Realm of Battle: Shyish



Realmsphere Magic
SPELLS OF SHYISH

The wizard makes the bodies of his allies 
insubstantial. Enemy blades pass harmlessly 
through them, while their own remain as deadly 
as ever.

If successfully cast, pick a friendly unit within 
6" of the caster that is visible to them.
Ignore modifiers (positive and negative) when 
making Save rolls for that unit until your next 
Hero Phase.

Casting Value: 8

NIGHT’S TOUCH

Wizard

Realm of Battle: Shyish



Realmsphere Magic
SPELLS OF SHYISH

The wizard shields his allies from the touch of 
harmful magics.

If successfully cast, pick a friendly unit within 
12" of the caster that is visible to them.
That unit is not affected by other spells until your 
next Hero Phase.

Casting Value: 6

SOULSHROUD

Wizard

Realm of Battle: Shyish



Realmsphere Magic
SPELLS OF SHYISH

The wizard blankets his allies in an engulfing 
shroud of blackness.

If successfully cast, pick a friendly unit within 
12" of the caster that is visible to them.
Subtract 1 from To-Hit rolls for attacks that 
target that unit until your next Hero Phase.

Casting Value: 6

UNNATURAL DARKNESS

Wizard

Realm of Battle: Shyish



Realmsphere Magic
SPELLS OF SHYISH

The wizard reaches into the soul of their enemy, 
inflicting spiritual wounds that manifest upon 
their victim’s corporeal form.

If successfully cast, pick an enemy Hero within 
12" of the caster that is visible to them.
That unit suffers D3 Mortal Wounds.
In addition, if the unit suffers 3 Mortal Wounds 
from this spell, subtract 2 from its Bravery 
characteristic until your next Hero Phase.

Casting Value: 7

SOULFLAY

Wizard

Realm of Battle: Shyish



Realmsphere Magic
SPELLS OF SHYISH

The wizard briefly binds one of the many spirits 
drawn to Shyish to direct their blows.

If successfully cast, add 1 to To-Hit rolls for 
attacks made by the caster until your next Hero 
Phase.

Casting Value: 6

ETHEREAL GUIDE

Wizard

Realm of Battle: Shyish



Realmsphere Magic
SPELLS OF STYGXX

A cloud of terrifying darkness pours forth and 
engulfs the wizard’s foes.

If successfully cast, pick an enemy unit within 
18" of the caster that is visible to them.
Subtract 2 from the Bravery characteristic of 
the unit you picked until your next Hero Phase.

Casting Value: 6

PALL OF DOOM 

Region of War: Stygxx

Wizard



Realm Command
COMMAND ABILITY

The dead are honoured by the living ending the 
lives of their remaining foes.

You can use this Command Ability at the start 
of the Combat Phase.
If you do so, pick a friendly unit that is within 
3" of a friendly Hero or 12" of your General, 
and roll a D6.
If the dice roll is less than the number of models 
that have been slain from the unit you picked, 
you can add 1 to the Attacks characteristic of 
weapons used by that unit in that Combat Phase.

HONOUR THE DEAD

Region of War: Stygxx



Realm Command
COMMAND ABILITY

Your general can siphon soulforce from their 
minions to extend their life.

You can use this Command Ability at the start 
of your Hero Phase.
If you do so, pick a friendly unit that is within 
3" of your General.
Allocate any number of wounds to that unit that 
you wish – you can heal 1 wound that has been 
allocated to your General for each wound that 
you allocate. 

SOUL-FORCE SACRIFICE

Region of War: Stygxx



The capricious spirits of long-forgotten 
civilisations linger in these lands.

In your Hero Phase, 1 friendly model that knows 
this prayer can chant it.
If it does so, make a prayer roll by rolling a D6.
On a 1, the model chanting this prayer suffers 1 
Mortal Wound and the prayer is not answered.
On a 2-5, the prayer is not answered.
On a 6, the prayer is answered.
If this prayer is answered, you receive 1 
Command Point. 

COMMUNION WITH 
THE ANCIENT DEAD 

Realmsphere Prayer
PRAYERS OF STYGXX

Region of War: Stygxx

Priest



Realmscape Feature
REGION OF WAR: STYGXX

In the wake of the necroquake, baleful energies 
spill from this ancient Stormvault.

If the Casting roll for a spell is a double, that 
spell is successfully cast and cannot be unbound. 

ENERGIES OF THE 
MIDNIGHT TOMB 

Realm of Battle: Shyish


